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Docket No.: 52-003

October 2,1997

Document Control Desk
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555

ATTENTION: T. R. QUAY

SUlHECT: RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR SENSITIVITY STUDY RESULTS RELATED TO
IRWST STRATIFICATION

Reference: DCP/NRC0453, " Westinghouse Responses to NRC Requests for Additional
Information on the AP600," dated January 26,1996.

Dear Mr. Quay:

NRC Request for Additional Information (RAl) 440.299 asked the following question relating to
Section 3.2.1 of the LOFTRAN Code Applicability Document, "How can the existence of any thermal
stratification be modelled in the IRWST using the homogeneous, perfectly mixed approximation?"
With the Westinghouse response provided in the referenced letter, the NRC considered this item
" Resolved". (Refer to Open item Tracking System (OITS) item number 2766.)

The Westinghouse response explained that analysis of limiting non-LOCA transients sensitive to a
reduction in PRilR heat removal was being performed modelling stratiGeation in the IRWST
consistent with the PRilR and SPES test temperature profiles. Those rcsults would be compared to /
the perfectly mixed approximation using a special LOFTRAN code version and if modeling )
stratification in the IRWS1 produced more limiting transient results, the SSAR would be updated to ~
reflect the impact. thp

This analysis concluded that modeling of thermal stratification cons, stent with the test data was either
a benefit or of insignificant impact for LOFTRAN analyses sensitive to minimum PRilR heat transfer
capability. For this reason, the LOFTRAN perfectly mixed IRWST model continues to be appropriate
for use in the AP600 SSAR analysea such that no SSAR change resulted.

During a June 25,1997, telecon, the NRC requested the results of the sensitivity study. The
attachment to this letter provides a description of the analysis scope and resuhs nor NRC review.
With this submittal, the Westinghouse status for OITS item 2766 is Action-N to review this transmittal
and provide an NRC status for this item.
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If you have any questions regarding this transmittal, please contact ilobin K. Nydes at 412 374 412$.
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'. Summaary of sensitivity Study Performed to Determine
Effect of Tempperature Stratification in the IRWST'

on the AP600 non-LOCA Transient Analyses

Introduction

The Westinghouse response to RAI 440.299 (Reference 1) provided
an explanation that thermal stratification in the IRWST is
modelled in the non-LOCA transient analyses using a homogeneous,
perfectly mixed approximation. That response also discussed
performing an analysis which models IRWST stratification !n
limiting non-LOCA transients sensitive to a reduction in heat
removal capability of the passive residual heat removal (PRHR)
heat exchanger. The stratification model used in the analysis
was consistent with the PRHR and SPES test temperature profiles.
Those results were compared to the perfectly mixed approximation
used in the SSAR analyses. The analysis concluded that modeling
of thermal stratification consistent with the test data was
either a benefit or of insignificant impact for LOFTRAN analyses
sensitive to minimum PRHR heat transfer capability. For this
reason, the LOFTRAN perfectly mixed IRWST model continues to be
appropriate for use in the AP600 SSAR analyses such that no SSAR
change resulted.

During a June 25, 1997, telecon, the NRC requested the results of
the sensitivity study. The requested summary is provided below.

Overall Approach

The approach used to perform the sensitivity study is:

1) Develop a modified version of the LOFT 4-AP code to allow
control of the IRWST temperature at different elevations in
order to model thermal stratification.-

2) Use the SPES and PRHR test data (References 2 and 3) to
develop temperature profile code input to simulate the
thermal stratification.

3) Run selected non-LOCA transients based on their sensitivity
to a reduction in PRHR heat exchanger heat removal
capability.

4) Compare results of these runs to the SSAR analysis results
to determine any effect on the results.

5) If it is determined that modeling thermal stratification in
the IRWST is more conservative, the SSAR analyses would be
modified to reflect this.
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Teeperature ProfAle Development

To develop the temperature profile input, test data from SPES-2
steam generator tube rupture test S01110 for five elevations was
used: bottom of the IRWST, bottom of the PRHR heat exchanger,
middle of the heat exchanger, top of the heat exchanger, and top
of the IRWST.

To determine the appropriate IRWST volume and elevations,
development of the LOFTRAN temperature profile considered SPES
facility scaling, the increase in 3rES-2 IRWST temperature, and
the initial temperature difference between SPES and LOFTRAN.

The LOFTRAN temperature profile was further developed using
actual PRHR heat flux and a mixed average IRWST temperature. To
calculate the SPES test heat flux, the PRHR inlet and outlet
temperatures and the mass flow rate were used. This calculated
SPES heat flux was then compared to the heat flux calculated in
the LOFTRAN test simulation and they were closely comparable,
based primarily on similarity between the SPES and LOFTRAN inlet
and outlet temperatures. Due to this heat flux similarity, it
was considered appropriate to use the mixed average IRWST
temperature from the LOFTRAN simulation to approximate the SPES-2
IRWST mixed average temperature.

With this, five SPES-2 IRWST elevation temperatures were compared
to the mixed average temperature calculated by LOFTRAN a
conservative model of thermal stratification in the IRWST was
developed using the mixed average temperature as a base. To
verify this approach to using the LOFTRAN mixed average
temperature for correlating the SPES-2 IRWST temperatures at
different levels, the mixed average SPES-2 IRWST temperature was
calculated using the five temperatures using a formula based on
the relative masses at the different elevations.
To determine the current temperature for a given level, LOFTRAN.

applies a multiplier (M ,y,5 ) to the difference between the initial3

IRWST temperature and the current mixed average temperature and
adds that to the initial temperature, as represented by the
following formula:

T ,y.i = M ,y i ( Tavg n,,,,, - T a v g io n i ,5) + Tavgioni,3i i

Using this formula with the SPES-2 test temperatures to determine l
the temperature increase at different elevations as a function of
the mixed average temrerature increase, conservative multipliers
were selected for each elevation.

This conservative _ test-based thermal stratification model is used !in this evaluation of selected transients to determine the impact
that modeling thermal stratification in the IRWST has on non-LOCA
transients.
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The non-LOCA transients analyzed in the SSAR to ensure the PRHR
provides adequate long term cooling are:

Loss of Normal Feedwater (LONF)
Loss of Offsite Power (LOOP)
Feedline Break (FLB)
Inadvertent ECCS

Since the FLB analysis shows excessive margin to the limit, it
was not rerun for this sensitivity study. Therefore, the LONF,
LOOP, and inadvertent ECCS analyses were rerun with the
temperature profile described above.

Loss of Normal Feedwatgr
,

The pressurizer and surge line water volume transient resulting
from the LONF case using the new temperature profile was' compared
to the base LONF case. The magnitude of the second volume peak
provides the impact of the different stratification models.
Because both LONF cases are first-peak limited (i.e., the first
peak is higher than the second), modelling of thermal
e4 ratification, which affects only the second peak, has no effect
on the analysis results. With respect to time and magnitude,
'>oth cases follow the same progression through the first and
second peaks. The results of this evaluation show that

I test-based modelling of stratification has a slightly beneficial
effect on the second peak. The SSAR analysis remains valid.

Loss of Offsite Power

The pressurizer and surge line water volume transient resulting
from the LOOP case using the new temperature profile was compared
to the base LOOP case. The magnitude of the second volume peak
provides the impact of the different stratification models.
Because both LOOP cases are first-peak limited, modelling of
thermal stratification, which affects only the second peak, has
no effect on the analysis results. With respect to the second
peak, results with test-based stratification modelling are
similar to the perfectly mixed approximation. The results of this
evaluation show that test-based modelling of stratification has
little impact for the LOOP transient. The SSAR analysis remains
valid.

Inadvertent ECCS

The pressurizer and surge line water volume transient resulting
from the inadvertent ECCS case using the new temperature profile
was compared to the base case. Because both cases are
second-peak limited, and the magnitude of the second volume peak
provides the impact of the different stratification models, it is
concluded that a change in the model would impact the reported
results with respect to margin to pressurizer overfill or time to
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overfill. However, use of test-based stratification modelling is.

a, benefit for the inadvertent ECCS transient such that the SSAR
analysis remains bounding.

r

Conclusion

The impact of modelling thermal stratification in the IRWST has
been evaluated for the most sensitive transients. The following
table provides the transient, case, and the maximum pressurizer
and surge line volume, which can be compared to a total available
volume of 1690 ft'. The results show that a test-based thermal
stratification model has no impact on the LOOP analysis and a.

slightly beneficial impact on the LONF and inadvertent ECCS
transient results.

Transient Case First Peak Second Peak
Pressuizer/ Surge Pressuizer/ Surge
Line Water Line Watar

3 8Volume (f t ) Volume (f t )
LONF SSAR/ Base Case 1493 1100

LONF Test-Based 1493 1068
Thermal
Stratification

LOOP SSAR/ Base Case 1510 1336

LOOP Test-Based 1510 1337
Thermal
Stratification

Inadvertent SSAR/ Base Case not first-peak 1529
ECCS limited

_

Inadvertent Test-Based not first-peak 1601
ECCS Thermal limited

Stratification

'

Therefore, this evaluation supplements the RAI 440.299 response
that analyses incorporating thermal stratification will
demonstrate that the perfectly mixed approximation provides
conservatively low heat transfer.

No SSAR reanalysis is required as a result of this IRWST thermal
stratification evaluation.
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